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The spatiotemporal dynamics of vertical autocatalytic fronts traveling horizontally in thin solution
layers closed to the air can be influenced by buoyancy-driven convection induced by density
gradients across the front. We perform here a combined experimental and theoretical study of the
competition between solutal and thermal effects on such convection. Experimentally, we focus on
the antagonistic chlorite-tetrathionate reaction for which solutal and thermal contributions to the
density jump across the front have opposite signs. We show that in isothermal conditions the
heavier products sink below the lighter reactants, providing an asymptotic constant finger shape
deformation of the front by convection. When thermal effects are present, the hotter products, on
the contrary, climb above the reactants for strongly exothermic conditions. These various observa-
tions as well as the influence of the relative weight of the solutal and thermal effects and of the
thickness of the solution layer on the dynamics are discussed in terms of a two-dimensional
reaction-diffusion-convection model parametrized by a solutal RC and a thermal RT Rayleigh
number. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.3122863$

A vertical interface separating two solutions with differ-
ent densities is always unstable under gravity, as the
denser fluid tends to sink under the other one by forming
a gravity current. When the interface is the result of the
interplay between a reaction with a positive feedback and
diffusion, the constant change in density across this self-
organized front has both a thermal component originat-
ing from the temperature change due to the exothermic-
ity of the reaction and a solutal component arising from
the change in the chemical composition in the course of
the reaction. For an antagonistic case, the combination of
these two effects associated with opposite signs is investi-
gated in an autocatalytic reaction both experimentally
and theoretically. In the absence of thermal contribution,
the denser product sinks, propagates at the bottom, and a
single convection roll forms. The intrusion is character-
ized by the mixing length that scales with the height of
the solution. When the temperature rise is significant, a
local decrease in density is observed. The product propa-
gates ahead on the top and several convection rolls de-
velop as the solution cools behind the front. No stable
structure evolves, and the number of cellular deforma-
tion cells in the front is determined by the height of the
fluid.

I. INTRODUCTION

When two miscible nonreactive fluids having different
densities are brought to contact in a horizontal solution layer
with the interface parallel to the gravity field, the system is
always unstable, giving rise to a “gravity current” such that
the denser solution sinks below the other one until they reach
stratification of lighter fluid on top of the heavier one.1,2

Ultimately, the two miscible fluids mix completely to yield

one homogeneous solution, the density of which is, for ideal
mixtures, the average of the densities of each initial sepa-
rated solution. The situation is drastically different when the
density jump acts across a self-organized reactive interface
such as a traveling autocatalytic chemical front resulting
from the coupling between chemical reactions and diffusion
and separating the reactants of density !r from the products
of density !p.3–6 The front experiences a density difference
"!=!p!!r="!S+"!T due to a solutal part "!S induced by
compositional changes and a thermal part "!T related to the
exothermicity of the reaction. For aqueous solutions, "!T is
always negative above 4 °C as the products are hotter in
exothermic reactions, while "!S can have either positive or
negative sign depending on whether the products are respec-
tively solute heavier or lighter than the reactants.

Buoyancy-driven instabilities resulting from these den-
sity differences across an autocatalytic front have been thor-
oughly studied in vertical geometries where the front travels
along the gravity field.4–12 In that case, the combination of
solutal and thermal contributions to the density jump has
been shown to lead to various instability scenarios depending
on whether "!S and "!T have the same negative sign !coop-
erative case" or different signs !"!S#0, "!T$0, antagonis-
tic case".6,13,14

In thin horizontal solution layers, it is known that con-
vection can also deform the dynamic of autocatalytic fronts
or waves.4,15–21 In the case of a simple reaction front propa-
gating horizontally, it has been shown both
experimentally17,18,22 and numerically16,23 that instead of a
gravity current leading to a homogeneous solution, the cou-
pling between reaction, diffusion, and convection triggered
by the density difference leads in isothermal conditions to
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one solitary vortex structure deforming the front and speed-
ing it up. The vortex rotates clockwise if the products are
lighter than the reactants and climb above them
!"!S$0".16,20,23 On the contrary, the vortex rotates counter-
clockwise if the products are heavier and sink below the
reactants !"!S#0". The situation with positive "!S is sym-
metric to the one for negative solutal density jump.23

If thermal effects come into play, the combination of
solutal and thermal density changes can lead to new dynam-
ics for propagation of autocatalytic fronts in horizontal
setups.24 It has been shown numerically25 that, in the coop-
erative case, the fact that heat diffuses faster than mass can
lead to local hot spots behind the front corresponding to a
local stratification of heavy fluid on top of a light one. In the
antagonistic case, the competition between solutal effects
and thermal effects warming up the solute heavy products
can give rise to an oscillatory dynamics, which is not station-
ary in a framework moving at the reaction-diffusion-
convection !RDC" speed.

In this context, it is the objective of this article to inves-
tigate both experimentally and numerically the influence of
antagonistic solutal and thermal effects on the dynamics of
exothermic vertical fronts of the chlorite-tetrathionate !CT"
reaction26,27 traveling horizontally in thin covered solution
layers. The CT reaction is known to be an exothermic an-
tagonistic autocatalytic reaction with negative "!T but posi-
tive "!S,11 i.e., the products are solute heavier but hotter than
the solute lighter reactants at room temperature. Experimen-
tally, the solutal and thermal effects can be varied indepen-
dently by modifying the thickness of the reactor and working
at different mean temperatures. We show then experimentally
that in isothermal conditions, the heavy products sink under
the lighter reactants, while when heat effects dominate, the
products are sufficiently hot to be lighter and rise above the
reactants. The experimental dynamics is discussed in the
light of a two-dimensional !2D" model coupling the Stokes
equation for the flow speed to RDC equations for the con-
centration of the autocatalytic product and temperature.
Combined experimental and numerical parameter studies al-
low one to analyze the respective role of solutal and thermal
effects in the dynamics as well as the influence of the height
of the solution layer on the number of rolls observed in con-
centration fields.

This article is organized as follows: in Sec. I, we de-
scribe the experimental results showing the influence of ther-
mal effects on the propagation of fronts. Section II discusses
the 2D model and numerical simulations used to understand
the competition between solutal and thermal effects, while
conclusions are drawn in Sec. III.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Throughout the experiments, reagent-grade chemicals of
the CT reaction were used !Sigma, Aldrich, Reanal" with the
exception of sodium chlorite, which was recrystallized twice
from the commercially available technical-grade material.28

A Hele-Shaw cell was constructed with two 8 mm thick
Plexiglas walls with length of Lx=50 cm with a gap width of
height Lz set to 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, or 4 cm and a thickness Ly

equal to 1, 2, or 3 mm !see Fig. 1". Once the cell was filled
with the reactant solution with composition in Table I, two
vertically oriented Pt wires !0.25 mm in diameter" served as
front initiator by applying a 3 V potential difference between
them for a few seconds. The horizontally propagating reac-
tion fronts were monitored by a charge coupled device cam-
era attached to a computer-driven imaging system, which
captured the images at 2–10 s intervals. The acidity fronts
were visualized by congo red pH indicator, while enhanced
contrast was achieved by an appropriate cut-off filter. For
experiments at 3 °C, the solution was previously cooled,
then poured in the Hele-Shaw cell sandwiched between two
thermostated transparent jackets. Fronts were initiated once
the system reached the required temperature. The solution
densities at both 3 °C and room temperatures were measured
by an AP Paar DMA 58 digital densitometer within
10!5 g /cm3 precision.

The front position was given as the point of inflection in
the grayscale values along the direction of propagation !x
coordinate", from which the mean front position was deter-
mined by averaging it along the direction perpendicular to
propagation !z coordinate". For stable patterns, the final front
geometry was characterized by the mixing length and the
temporal average of the front profiles. The mixing length Lm
was defined as the standard deviation of the mean front po-
sition !which is of the order of 1/4th of the visible finger
amplitude" while the temporal average was the time average
of the front profiles with the mean front position shifted to
zero.

Plexiglas (8 mm)

gap

spacer (1 ! 3 mm)

Pt!electrodes

12 cm

+
!

50 cm
Lz

Lx

Ly

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. The gap in which the front propa-
gates has a length Lx, a height Lz, and a thickness Ly.

TABLE I. Composition of the reactant solution.

#K2S4O6$ !mM" 5
#NaClO2$ !mM" 20
#NaOH$ !mM" 2.5
#Congo red$ !mM" 0.574
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Under isothermal conditions, the products of the CT re-
action system are denser than the reactants and the system
exhibits simple convection.11 In an experimental setup, this
condition may be obtained by using small reactant concen-
trations in a very thin solution layer, in which case the heat
evolved is effectively dissipated to the surrounding. A hori-
zontally propagating vertical chemical front therefore yields
a gravity current in which the heavier products sink under
the fresh lighter reactants.22 For an exothermic reaction in
thicker solutions, the thermal contribution that would other-
wise result in multicomponent convection may be best elimi-
nated by running the reaction in aqueous solution at 3 °C,
where an anticipated 1–2 °C increase in temperature only
leads to negligible thermal contribution to the density
change.

The simple convection due to such a solutal density
jump leads hence to a deformed front propagating at constant
velocity and with constant shape after a short transition pe-
riod. By increasing the thickness of the solution layer, the
convective motion is enhanced as the fluid velocity in the
bulk increases leading to longer mixing lengths, as shown in
Figs. 2!a"–2!c".

The mixing length scales with the height as in Fig. 3
according to

Lm/L0 = !0.56 % 0.03"!Lz/L0"1.19%0.04 for Ly = 1 mm,

!1"

Lm/L0 = !0.95 % 0.10"!Lz/L0"1.34%0.09 for Ly = 2 mm,

!2"

Lm/L0 = !1.32 % 0.13"!Lz/L0"1.31%0.08 for Ly = 3 mm

!3"

with L0=1 cm unit length. The coefficients of the scaling
laws increase with height as anticipated, while the exponent
can be considered as constant !1.31%0.09" because the
change in it is within the experimental error as shown below.

At room temperature, on the contrary, the thermal den-
sity jump across the front plays an important role. The heat
evolution in the course of the reaction leads indeed to a
smaller total increase in the density, resulting in mixing
lengths shorter than those observed for the appropriate width
at 3 °C, as presented in Figs. 2!d" and 2!e". For a solution
thickness of 3 mm, a different scenario occurs. Due to the

ineffective heat loss to the surrounding, the thermal contri-
bution now dominates; therefore the warmer products are
less dense than the fresh reactants across the front. The grav-
ity current is inverted and the warm products accumulate
above the reactants. A constant front profile does not exist as
previously because the products start to cool and hence sink
following the autocatalytic reaction, resulting in a row of
convection rolls, as seen in Fig. 2!f".

The number of cellular deformations trailing the leading
tip of the front on the top boundary increases with the height
of the solution layer as their intrinsic size is observed to be
generally independent of the height !see Fig. 4".

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In experiments, the geometry is effectively three dimen-
sional. Solutal effects are varied when varying the thickness
Ly which changes the relative importance of friction forces
on the wall. In parallel, thermal effects can be either elimi-
nated by performing the experiments at 3 °C or varied by
performing the experiment at room temperature but increas-
ing the thickness Ly. This decreases the relative importance
of heat losses in the dynamics and effectively increases the
temperature of the products. Fortunately, a 2D model is
found to capture the important qualitative features of the
system. Indeed, in practice, the dynamics results from the

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Lz/cm

0

2

4

6

8

L m
/c

m

FIG. 3. Dimensional experimental mixing length Lm of the front deforma-
tion as a function of the height Lz of the layer for three different thicknesses
Ly: 1 mm !!", 2 mm !"", and 3 mm !#" for experiments performed at
3 °C, i.e., for the fingers shown in Figs. 2!a"–2!c", in turn.

(c) (f)

(e)(b)

(a) (d)

2 cm

FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental dynamics without #!a"–!c"$ and with #!d"–!f"$ heat effects in a system with thicknesses of Ly =1, 2, and 3 mm from
top to bottom with Lz=4 cm.
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competition between solutal and thermal effects, the relative
importance of which can be casted into Rayleigh numbers of
a 2D model as we show it now.

A. Model

To gain insight into the influence of competing solutal
and thermal effects on the dynamics of fronts, we turn to
numerical simulations of a simple 2D dimensionless model23

coupling the Stokes equation !4" for the 2D velocity v!
= !u ,w" of the flow to RDC equations for the concentration c
of the autocatalytic product involved into a cubic kinetics
#Eq. !6"$ and for the temperature T #Eq. !7"$. The dimension-
less governing equations read as

#! p = #2v! + !RCc + RTT"i!z, !4"

#! · v! = 0, !5"

$c

$t
+ v! · #! c = #2c + c2!1 ! c" , !6"

$T

$t
+ v! · #! T = Le #2T + c2!1 ! c" , !7"

where i!z is the unit vector in the z-direction, p is the pressure,
and the Lewis number, Le=DT /D, is the ratio between the
thermal DT and molecular D diffusivities. The dimensionless
solutal and thermal Rayleigh numbers, RC and RT, are de-
fined, respectively, as

RC = !
$!

$c

a0Lc
3g

D&
, !8"

RT = !
$!

$T

"TLc
3g

D&
, !9"

where $! /$c and $! /$T are the solutal and thermal expan-
sion coefficients of the solution, respectively. Lc is a charac-
teristic reaction-diffusion length scale,23 a0 is the initial con-
centration of the reactant, g is the gravitational acceleration,
and & is the viscosity of the solution. The solutal Rayleigh
number RC is positive if the density decreases in the course
of reaction and negative otherwise, while the thermal Ray-
leigh number RT is always positive since the reaction is exo-
thermic !"T#0" and $! /$T is negative for water at T
#4 °C. For experiments performed at 3 °C, we have
$! /$T%0 and hence RT%0 effectively, i.e., we explore an
isothermal situation. The dimensionless density field is ex-
plicitly obtained as

!!x,z,t" = ! RCc!x,z,t" ! RTT!x,z,t" . !10"

Ahead of the front, the reactants !where c=T=0" have a
dimensionless density !r=0 due to our choice of nondimen-
sionalization, while the dimensionless density of the prod-
ucts behind the front !where c=T=1" is !p=!RC!RT.

Numerical solutions of Eqs. !4"–!7" are analyzed on a
2D domain of height Lz and width Lx using the numerical
procedure described in Ref. 23. At each boundary of the
domain, we require zero-flux boundary conditions for the
chemical concentration c and the temperature T. The hydro-
dynamic boundary conditions are rigid walls with no slip for
the vertical boundaries and slip walls for the horizontal
boundaries, i.e.,

$c

$x
=

$T

$x
= u =

$w

$x
= 0 at x = 0, x = Lx, !11"

$c

$z
=

$T

$z
= u = w = 0 at z = 0, z = Lz, !12"

where Lx and Lz now represent the dimensionless length and
height of the layer, respectively. The length of the system and
slip walls do not influence the results as long as the reactor
length is taken sufficiently long for the front not to interact
with a lateral boundary on the time of interest.

B. Results

In experiments performed at 3 °C where thermal effects
can be neglected, the length of the finger is larger when the
thickness Ly of the cell increases. This effect cannot be cap-
tured by the present 2D model other than by understanding
that increasing Ly decreases friction effects which could be
understood as working with a larger effective RC. A numeri-
cal study of the influence of increasing RC shows that this
leads to longer fingers,23 in agreement with the experimental
results in Figs. 2!a"–2!c". Increasing the height Lz in isother-
mal conditions leads to a change in the numerical mixing
length as 0.692Lz

2 which in dimensional units gives for the
cubic scheme used here Lm=0.692a0&!k /D"Lz

2, where k de-
notes a kinetic constant. The equation illustrates that a scal-
ing law exists with an exponent greater than the one ob-
served experimentally. The value itself, however, is different

(b)

(c)

(a)

1 cm

FIG. 4. Influence of the height of the layer Lz on the number of rolls
observed experimentally in the concentration field when solutal and thermal
effects are competing. From top to bottom Lz=1 cm !a", 2 cm !b", and 4 cm
!c", in turn, in a system with thickness of Ly =3 mm.
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#see Eqs. !1"–!3"$; therefore for quantitative comparison, a
full three-dimensional modeling is necessary.

The relative effects of solutal and thermal density
changes across the front can however well be captured by
fixing RC to a given negative value such that the products are
solute heavier than the reactants and varying RT. Increasing
RT from 0 corresponding to an isothermal situation up to
larger positive values describes the expected situation for
fronts with increasing exothermicity !see Fig. 5". We fix
therefore RC=!10 and first start from RT=0 to have a pure

solutal effect like the one studied at 3 °C. There the products
are heavier and sink below the reactants as seen in both
experimental #Figs. 2!a"–2!c"$ and numerical !Fig. 5, top"
results. Then we increase RT, so the products progressively
become hotter and thus lighter. First the thermal effect is
weak !see RT= +5 in Fig. 5", hence it only slightly stabilizes
the solutal effects but does not revert the sinking of the prod-
ucts. For RT=10, the total density jump across the front is
zero but nevertheless we see convection because heat and
mass do not diffuse at the same rate !Le%1" which leads to

10

0

Z

125 150 175 X 200 225
10

0

Z

160 180 X 200 220
10

0

Z

130 150 X 170
10

0

Z

125 150 X 175 200
10

0

Z

275 300 325 350 X 375 400 425

FIG. 5. !Color" Numerical study of the influence of
increasing thermal effects for a fixed dimensionless
layer thickness of Lz=10 with Le=5, RC=!10, and RT
=0, 5, 10, 15, 50 from top to bottom. The z-direction
has been magnified in order to see the details of the
velocity field, but the five panels are displayed at the
same scale.
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an uneven distribution of density. For RT=15, we obtain an
oscillatory regime previously described in detail.25 At larger
RT, the front reverses its deformation with products being
now sufficiently hotter and hence sufficiently lighter to climb
on top of the reactants at room temperature just as seen ex-
perimentally when heat effects are increased when compar-
ing Figs. 2!d" and 2!e" with Fig. 2!f".

When thermal effects are sufficiently strong to lead to
rising products, the intensity of the front deformation is ob-
served experimentally to increase with the cell height Lz
!Fig. 4". To understand this effect, we have numerically in-
vestigated the effect of increasing Lz, keeping the Rayleigh
numbers to the values RC=!10, RT= +15 allowing one to
obtain rising products. We see in Fig. 6 that the concentration

15

0
100 120 140 X 160 180 200

Z

20

0

Z

250 275 300 X 325 350 375

30

0

Z

150 175 200 225 250 275 X 300 325 350 375 400

FIG. 6. !Color" Numerical study of the influence of the
dimensionless height of the layer Lz observed when so-
lutal and thermal effects are competing with Le=5,
RC=!10, RT=15, and Lz=10, 15, 20, 30 from top to
bottom. The z- direction has been magnified in order to
see the details of the velocity field, but the four panels
are displayed at the same scale.

FIG. 7. Numerical study of the influence of the dimen-
sionless height of the layer Lz on the intensity of vorti-
ces seen in the stream function plots with Le=5, RC
=!10, RT=15, and Lz=10, 15, 20, 30 from top to bot-
tom. The stream function is renormalized between 0
and 1 and is plotted at the same scale as in Fig. 6.
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field becomes more and more distorted when Lz increases.
For Lz=10, we observe only one oscillatory tongue deform-
ing periodically the concentration field, while an increasing
number of tongues is obtained for larger Lz. A close inspec-
tion of the related stream function field shown in Fig. 7 re-
veals that increasing Lz does not increase the number of vor-
tices which remains here equal to 3 but rather their lateral
extension and intensity. The concentration field inside the
finger is therefore increasingly distorted and shows more and
more recirculating zones as seen both experimentally !Fig. 4"
and numerically !Fig. 6" even though the underlying velocity
field keeps the same number of vortices. Further work to
compare the concentration field measured by color changes
like in Fig. 4 with particle image velocimetry measurements
in the absence of any color indicator of the reaction would be
interesting as it may give insight into the details of the un-
derlying velocity field.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The competition between solutal and thermal contribu-
tions to a density jump across an antagonistic autocatalytic
chemical front can lead to different spatiotemporal dynamics
depending on the relative weight of each effect. We have
investigated here such various situations both experimentally
and numerically. In experiments performed with the antago-
nistic CT system, isothermal conditions are obtained by per-
forming experiments at 3 °C, while increasing thermal ef-
fects are achieved by increasing the thickness of the reactor
to decrease the influence of thermal losses. In a 2D model of
the system, the relative importance of each effect can be
modulated by varying the relative values of the solutal RC
and thermal RT Rayleigh numbers. In pure isothermal condi-
tions, the solute heavier products sink below the reactants,
while if heat effects are important enough to heat the prod-
ucts and make them globally lighter than the reactants, a
finger with reversed shape, i.e., hot products rising on top of
the colder reactants, is obtained. It is found both experimen-
tally and numerically that the spatiotemporal dynamics and
the number of cellular deformations observed in the concen-
tration field increase with the magnitude of thermal effects.
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